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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

1.1.1

This representation is made by Gladman in response to the current consultation on the additional
Examination Documents EX156, EX160, EX160A and EX160B.

1.1.2

Gladman has not previously been involved in the Local Plan Examination Hearing Sessions for the
Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan but did submit detailed representations to the Regulation 19 consultation
back in 2016. However, we have recently become involved in the promotion of a proposed allocation
in the Plan (Site HS15 – Land to the east of London Road, Woolmer Green) which was previously being
promoted by Sworders on behalf of Mr and Mrs Tubb Wallace (ID: 894855).

1.1.3

Sworders made representations to the Regulation 19 Local Plan Consultation, submitted Hearing
Statements relating to the site and participated at the relevant sessions of the Examination. Since the
initial Hearing sessions were undertaken, Gladman have taken over from Sworders as the main
promoters of Site HS15 and it is in this regard that we are responding to the current consultation on
the additional Examination documents.

1.1.4

Gladman has considerable experience in the development industry across a number of sectors,
including residential and employment development. From that experience, we understand the need
for the planning system to provide local communities with access to the homes and employment
opportunities that are required to meet future development needs of the area and contribute
towards sustainable economic development.

1.2

Structure of Representations

1.2.1

These representations relate specifically to the consultation on additional Examination Documents
EX156, EX160, EX160A and EX160B and refer exclusively to Site HS15. For context, this representation
also refers to the Green Belt Stage 3 Study (EX99) which is not currently being consulted upon but is
important to include to assist the understanding of the main representation.

1.2.2

Gladman instructed Nigel Cowlin Landscape Planning and Design to prepare a response to the
additional Examination Documents because of their technical nature. This response can be found in
full at Appendix 1 of this representation and is written as an addendum to the Landscape and Visual
Assessment (LVA) produced in association with the promotion of Site HS15 and submitted with the
Regulation 19 representations.

1.2.3

This representation will draw out the main points from the Landscape and Visual Appraisal Addendum
and should be read alongside the technical report (Appendix 1), the Regulation 19 submissions and
the subsequent Hearing Statements.
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Gladman wish to participate fully in the Examination process on behalf of Mr and Mrs Tubb Wallace
going forward and request to be represented at any relevant future Hearing Sessions.
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REPRESENTATIONS ON ADDITIONAL EXAMINATION
DOCUMENTS EX156, EX160, EX160A AND EX160B

2.1

Context

2.1.1

Since the submission of the Landscape and Visual Appraisal alongside the Regulation 19
Representations (ID: 894855), the Local Plan process has advanced and some further landscape
related evidence base documents have been published including:

2.1.2

•

Green Belt Study Stage 3 – LUC March 2019 (EX99)

•

Landscape Sensitivity Assessment – LUC July 2019 (EX156)

•

Green Gap Assessment – LUC August 2019 (EX160 A-B)

The report prepared by Nigel Colwyn (see Appendix 1) deals with each of the above documents in
turn and in detail. Below is a summary of the points made with some additional analysis added.
Green Belt Study Stage 3 (EX99)

2.1.3

As set out above, although document EX99 is not available for comment, it is important for context
to set out its role in understanding the evolution of the allocation of Site HS15.

2.1.4

The Green Belt Study Stage 3 identifies land to the North of Woolmer Green as parcel P3 which,
along with Parcel P2, is a substantial area of land between Woolmer Green and Knebworth.

2.1.5

The study then breaks Parcel P3 down identifying Parcel P3c as land directly adjacent to the
settlement boundary of Woolmer Green which only extends slightly further north than the limit of
the built development along London Road, Woolmer Green.

2.1.6

This parcel closely matches the proposed Local Plan HS15 development site area, but the built part
of the site does not extend as far north as the limit of Parcel P3c. This is due to the fact that a
substantial landscaped buffer is proposed between the limit of the built development on the site
and the land beyond Parcel P3c.

2.1.7

Although there is currently no inter-visibility between the proposed site and anywhere within the
built settlement of Knebworth, this proposed substantial landscaped buffer would provide a
definitive and defensible edge to the settlement of Woolmer Green, would more than mitigate the
loss of the small section of hedgerow lost to accommodate the access road, would provide a
significant biodiversity net gain from the proposal and would screen the entire proposal from any
receptors other than those in the immediate vicinity of the site itself. This is a significant positive
benefit resulting from the proposed allocation of the site in the Local Plan.
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2.2

Landscape Sensitivity Assessment (EX156)

2.2.1

The Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019 (EX156) assesses landscape character at a high level
based on the 2005 Welwyn Hatfield Landscape Character Areas. The proposed Site HS15 sits within
the wider Landscape Character Area 37a which extends to the north, east and south of Woolmer
Green.

2.2.2

It is clear from the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment that the assessment cannot conclude what the
exact impacts of a development would be on the landscape, it is simply a very broad-brush
assessment based on general assumptions. It should not therefore, be used to assess the
appropriateness of individual development sites.

2.2.3

However, if the assessment criteria used in the study were applied to the immediate setting of the
proposed Site HS15 then is clear that the specific location would be found to have low levels of
landscape sensitivity.

2.3

Green Gap Assessment (EX160 A-B)

2.3.1

The Green Gap Assessment (EX160) analyses land between settlements to assess their role in
providing separation and maintaining settlement pattern and character.

2.3.2

The area between Woolmer Green and Knebworth which includes the proposed allocation Site
HS15 is analysed in the assessment and it is recommended that the gap be identified as Green Gap
Policy Area with a number of specific aims. These aims are addressed below in relation to Site HS15:
Aim: To avoid the coalescence of Woolmer Green and Knebworth and ensure each retains its own
separate identity.

2.3.3

Response: With the development of Site HS15 there would be no aspect of coalescence between
Woolmer Green and Knebworth, and each would retain clearly separate identities. The built
element of the site extends no further north than the existing line of built development along
London Road. In addition, a significant landscape buffer is proposed in policy SADM27 on its
northern boundary which would actually strengthen the separation of the two settlements
individual character and identity and would ensure there is no erosion of the gap between the two.
Aim: To ensure that there is an experience of travelling through rural countryside after leaving one
settlement and before entering the next, whether that be by road, rail or foot.

2.3.4

The site HS15 would have no detrimental impact on the experience of travelling through
countryside between these settlements for the same reasons as those listed above in paragraph
2.3.3.
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Aim: To ensure the care home and its ground retains the character of a building in the countryside
(rather than part of a settlement), and that the gap remains rural in character.
2.3.5

The gap would retain a rural character and the countryside setting of the care home setting which
would not be altered for the same reasons as those stated in Paragraph 2.3.3.
Aim: To ensure development does not extend any further than the existing northern extents of
Woolmer Green or Southern extents of Knebworth.

2.3.6

All built elements of the development would be restricted to land south of the northern extents of
Woolmer Green.
Aim: To ensure the area within the gap continues to provide a rural setting to both settlements (to
the south of Knebworth and north of Woolmer Green).

2.3.7

The proposed development does not extend into open land but is entirely retained within a
“pocket” of prior development comprised by the industrial estate to the west, flats to the south and
a large house and its grounds to the east. The proposal would be low lying and closely related to
the edge of the settlement. The development would therefore not extend onto and would protect
the rising landform which gives prominence to the surrounding rural countryside.
Aim: To ensure there is no inter-visibility between one settlement edge and the other (making sure
to consider the winter situation without leaves on trees) – topography and vegetation can provide
a screening function.

2.3.8

Exercises carried out for the original Landscape and Visual Appraisal demonstrated that there are
no locations from within the edges of Knebworth where the development would be visible. The
ridgeline between the settlements is a significant feature of the gap ensuring that there is no intervisibility between the two settlements. This lack of inter-visibility would be further enhanced by the
significant landscape buffer to be planted as part of the proposed scheme on the northern
boundary of the site. The Green Gap Assessment makes a point that minimising inter-visibility
between settlements is important ‘especially where they are not already inter-visible with one another’.
The proposed scheme accords with this important aim.
To protect existing features of ecological interest including remaining hedgerows, semi-improved
grassland and deciduous woodlands – improving, extending and linking these where possible.

2.3.9

The proposed development site would not harm any features of ecological interest, except for the
short section of hedgerow on London Road that would need to be removed to accommodate the
access road. It should be noted that evidence has previously been presented through the Local Plan
process demonstrating that, by virtue of its current mono-cultural arable use and minimal
additional ecology, the site in its current form, has been independently appraised for Ecological
purposes as having “Negligible Value - Sites with little or no biodiversity and minimal nature
conservation value “. However, the relevant Local Plan Policy SADM27 provides for a substantial
6
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planted green buffer to the site’s north which would provide significant biodiversity net gains from
the proposal.
2.3.10

The Green Gap Assessment concluded that although some of the proposed allocations would erode
some of the gaps, none would close completely, and the allocations could be accommodated
without the physical coalescence of settlements.

2.3.11

The first of these conclusions clearly does not apply to the Site HS15 as the built element of the site
extends no further than the extent of the existing built up frontage along London Road. The gap
between Woolmer Green and Knebworth would therefore remain in-tact and no physical
coalescence of settlements would occur. In fact, the gap between the settlements would be
strengthened by the provision of the landscaped buffer as this would provide a defensible
boundary to the north of the settlement of Woolmer Green.
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3

CONCLUSIONS

3.1

Overall Conclusion

3.1.1

The additional evidence provided as part of this consultation exercise does not materially affect the
proposed allocation of Site HS15.

3.1.2

The site can be allocated and delivered without compromising the gap between the settlements of
Woolmer Green and Knebworth.

3.1.3

The built element of the site extends no further north than the extent of the existing built
development along London Road and would provide a substantial landscaped buffer on its
northern boundary further enhancing the sense of separation between the two settlements,
limiting any visibility of the scheme from any public vantage point and providing a substantial
biodiversity net gain from the site.

3.1.4

The Green Gap Assessment concluded that although some of the proposed allocations would erode
some of the gaps, none would close completely, and the allocations could be accommodated
without the physical coalescence of settlements.

3.1.5

The first of these conclusions clearly does not apply to the Site HS15 as the built element of the site
extends no further than the extent of the existing built up frontage along London Road. The gap
between Woolmer Green and Knebworth would therefore remain in-tact and no physical
coalescence of settlements would occur. In fact, the gap between the settlements would be
strengthened by the provision of the landscaped buffer as this would provide a defensible
boundary to the north of the settlement of Woolmer Green.

3.1.6

In order to understand the full context of the allocation and the submissions made above, we would
invite the Inspector to visit the site in order to appreciate:
(1) the site’s location within a “pocket” of existing development; and
(2) the ridgeline to the site’s north which not only prevents coalescence being an issue, but
also very effectively minimises the visibility of the site from the further afield.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

This report is an addendum to a Landscape and Visual Appraisal
(LVA) produced in association with site promotion representations
to the Welwyn and Hatfield Local Plan Consultation in 2016 (LVA
ref: NC16.284-lva01, dated 5 October 2016). The subject site is
known as Land at Woolmer Green (Draft Local Plan allocation site
HS15). It is land to the east of London Road and north of Garden
Road.

1.2

Since writing the original LVA, the local plan process has advanced,
and some further landscape related technical studies (evidence
base documents) have been produced for the Council. These are:

1.3

•

Green Belt Study Stage 3 – LUC March 2019

•

Landscape Sensitivity Assessment – LUC, July 2019

•

Green Gap Assessment – LUC, August 2019

The objective of this addendum report is to provide professional
opinion on the implications of these studies in relation to the
proposed development allocation. Particular attention will be paid
to the criteria employed and how this applies to the proposed
development.
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2.

Green Belt Study Stage 3

2.1

Figure 3.2 of the Green Belt Study Stage 3 (The Green Belt Study)
identifies the land to the north of Woolmer Green as Green Belt
parcel P3. Along with parcel P2 it encompasses land between
Woolmer Green and Knebworth (see plan extract below).

2.2

The Green Belt Study Appendix 6.1 identifies the site as within a
smaller level parcel P3c (see plan extract below).

NC16.284-lva02a.docx
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2.3

This closely matches the proposed development site area (see
Proposed Concept Masterplan below), but the proposed
development does not extend as far to the north.

2.4

The Green Belt Study assesses the contribution to the Green Belt
of the whole P3 parcel and then assesses how this translates into
a ‘harm’ rating. The smaller level parcel P3c is also assessed for a
‘harm’ rating as there is acceptance that the assessment of the
larger areas does not give a detailed picture and does not
accurately reflect the potential Green Belt harm for
release/development of this specific portion of parcel P3. Appendix
6.1 provides the detailed assessment findings in terms of
contribution and harm. Contribution to the Green Belt is assessed
using the five purposes of green Belt with an additional ‘local
purpose’ relating to the maintenance of the existing settlement
pattern.

2.5

Parcel P3 is found to have the following Green Belt purposes
contribution ratings:
Purpose 1

Checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built
up areas

limited or no
contribution

Purpose 2

Preventing the merging of neighbouring towns

partial
contribution

Purpose 3

Safeguarding the countryside from encroachment

significant
contribution

Purpose 4

Preserving the setting and special character of
historic towns

limited or no
contribution

Purpose 5

Assisting urban regeneration by encouraging the
recycling of derelict and other urban land

significant
contribution

Local purposes

Maintain the existing settlement pattern

significant
contribution

NC16.284-lva02a.docx
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2.6

The above ‘contribution’ ratings are combined with two other factors
to determine potential ‘harm’ ratings. The two other factors used
are:
•

Potential implication of the loss of openness within the area of
potential release/development on the integrity of the wider
Green Belt; and

•

Consistency and strength of the Green Belt boundary/urban
edge in relation to the potential area of Green Belt
release/development.

2.7

The Green Belt Study is not entirely transparent in how these two
additional factors are graded and how they are combined along with
the ‘purposes contribution’ ratings in order to determine the ‘harm’
ratings. For the wider P3 parcel it records a Very High potential
harm rating and for the smaller level P3c parcel it records a
Moderate – High potential harm rating. The Very High rating for
parcel P3 is the highest rating on the six-point scale employed. The
Moderate – High rating for the smaller level P3c parcel is the most
common rating, in the middle of the distribution curve (see bar chart
below).

2.8

For the wider P2 and P3 areas, The Green Belt Study identifies the gap
between Knebworth and Woolmer Green as one of seven areas
identified as ‘most essential’ areas of Green Belt (see Table 9.1). For
P2 & P3 it talks about the gap between settlements here being narrow,
so land which preserves local settlement identity by forming
undeveloped countryside gap between settlements is considered very
important in Green Belt terms. Previously it has also noted the open
land between Knebworth and Woolmer Green as a ‘fragile gap’ (see
Fig 4.1). It also notes this as ‘fragile separation’1, but that ‘tree cover
maintains visual separation’2. The land directly between Knebworth
and Woolmer Green is also noted as playing ‘a stronger role in local
settlement separation’3. These issues seem to be the main reason for
the elevated potential harm rating for parcel P3, whereas parcel P3c is
given a notably lower potential harm rating. Parcel P3c is clearly set
away from and is not part of the narrow gap between Knebworth and
Woolmer Green.

2.9

In the detailed assessment (Appendix 6.1) The Green belt Study
defines P3c as entirely open and that its release would lead to
encroachment on the countryside. However, it also notes containment

1

Green Belt Study Stage 3, paragraph 4.25
Green Belt Study Stage 3, paragraph 4.25
3
Green Belt Study Stage 3, paragraph 4.43
2
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by inset development to the south and west, and absence of strong
settlement edge landscape features, meaning that it has a stronger
association with the urban area, and its release would not result in a
significant extension of Woolmer Green’s settlement edge to the north.
Further it notes that a new boundary here would not represent a
weakening of the Green Belt edge. In relation to P3c The Green Belt
Study detailed assessment does not include any discussion about
separation of settlements or countryside gaps.
2.10

An addendum (12th June 2019) to The Green Belt Study addresses
local criticism that the harm rating for P3c does not adequately
reflect the openness of the site, and that it is not significantly
contained by development. The response from LUC supports the
notion that parcel P3c does not form part of the functional gap
between Knebworth and Woolmer Green. In response to the
criticism LUC say the drop of two ratings levels between P3c area
and P3 as a whole reflects local importance attached to maintaining
the separation of Woolmer Green and Knebworth, and the fact that
loss of some openness on this edge of the gap would not diminish
that separation as much as the release of land further to the north
(see Green Belt Study Addendum 12 June 2019 Table of
responses).

2.11

As well as assessment of contribution and potential harm ratings,
The Green Belt Study goes on to discuss potential measures to
mitigate harm to the Green Belt. Table 10.1 sets out possible
mitigation measures and for each identifies the benefits and
considerations. Of these the following may be of relevance to
parcel P3c:

2.12

•

Define Green Belt edge using a strong, natural element which
forms a visual barrier – e.g. a woodland belt. This can reduce
perception of urbanisation.

•

Design road infrastructure to limit perception of increased
urbanisation associated with new development. This can also
reduce perception of urbanisation.

Proposals for development within parcel P3c (see Proposed
Concept Masterplan for proposed site allocation HS15 and
associated WelHat draft policy SADM27) include for a woodland
buffer along the northern edge, and no development is proposed
along the access road off London Road. These strategies limit
perception of increased urbanisation in line with the recommended
mitigation measures above. The access road is to be framed within
a corridor of woodland planting such that it appears to be a rural
side road and the whole development would be screened and
contained by woodland planting along the northern edge.
Summary of Green Belt Study findings

2.13

There can be no doubt that release and development of parcel P3c
would cause a degree of harm to the Green Belt. However, this
harm would be of an ordinary nature and would be intrinsic harm
that is largely unavoidable and implicit with any Green Belt land
release for development. Although the large P3 parcel has high
sensitivities associated with the narrow and fragile gap between
Knebworth and Woolmer Green, this does not extend around to the
area of parcel P3c and such sensitivities do not apply to release or
development of this land.
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3.

Landscape Sensitivity Assessment

3.1

The Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019 assesses the
sensitivity of landscape areas based on the 2005 Welwyn and
Hatfield Landscape Character Assessment areas. This is a district
level landscape character assessment and it identifies 29 different
landscape character areas for the Welwyn and Hatfield
administrative area.

3.2

The proposed development site allocation lies within area 37:
Datchworth Settled Slopes. See below for full extent of landscape
character area 37.

3.3

For each district level landscape character area, the Landscape
Sensitivity Assessment uses eight landscape sensitivity
assessment criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

landform
landscape pattern and time depth
‘natural’ character
built character
recreational value
perceptual aspects
settlement setting
visual prominence

3.4

These are suggested as criteria relevant to the assessment of
landscape sensitivity to residential development. Together they are
used as a profile to indicate the overall levels of landscape
sensitivity. However, the overall sensitivity ratings are based on
professional judgement and the individual sensitivity criteria are not
been relied on. Accordingly, this part of the process is not entirely
transparent (see Landscape Sensitivity Assessment para 2.20).

3.5

In addition to the above acknowledgement, the Landscape
Sensitivity Assessment also notes that the assessment provides ‘an
initial indication of landscape sensitivity’ and that this ‘should not be
interpreted as a definitive statement on the suitability of individual
sites for a particular development or land use change’ 4. Also stating
that ‘all proposals will need to be assessed on their own merits’ 5.

4
5

Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019, paragraph 2.24
Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019, paragraph 2.24
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3.6

For landscape character area 37 the following landscape sensitivity
assessment criteria ratings are indicated (note that more than one
judgement is sometimes provided as a variety of conditions are
exhibited across the area):
Landform

moderate

Landscape pattern & time depth

low

‘Natural’ character

low

moderate

Built character

low

moderate

Recreational value

high

high

moderate

Perceptual aspects

low

moderate

Settlement setting

low

moderate

high

moderate

high

Visual prominence
3.7

These findings are then taken forward and applied to the landscape
area 37 divided into two parts. Presumably selecting the landscape
sensitivity assessment criteria ratings which apply specifically to
each half of the character area. Landscape assessment area 37a
is the northern portion of area 37. It encompasses the area of the
proposed development site, but also includes land to the west of
Woolmer Green and land to the south-east of Woolmer Green (see
plan below). For this area the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment
records an overall Moderate-High sensitivity to residential
development.

3.8

The development site is a small part of area 37a and the landscape
sensitivity findings for the wider area cannot be reliably applied to
individual development scenario areas within it. Within the

NC16.284-lva02a.docx
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methodology section of the Landscape Sensitivity Study it
acknowledges this and states that:
‘It is not an impact assessment and cannot therefore conclude what
the exact impacts of a development on the landscape would be.
Table 2.1 below shows how Landscape Character Assessment
(LCA), Landscape Sensitivity Assessment (LSA) and Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) relate to each other and
where this assessment sits in relation to these other types of
study.’ 6
3.9

3.10

6
7

Table 2.1, referred to above, explains that for a specific site
proposal ‘e.g. 250 houses in a defined area including known layout
and supporting infrastructure’ 7 Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment is the appropriate type of study/assessment to provide
advice on landscape impact. Interrogation of the broad level
landscape sensitivity findings for area 37a demonstrates the issue
quite clearly.
Many of the individual landscape sensitivity
assessment criteria apply to specific parts of the wider area well
away from the proposed development allocation site. For example:
•

The high sensitivity rating for landscape pattern and time
depth is recorded in relation to land adjacent to the linear
earthwork in Perry's Grove Scheduled Monument. This is
some way south of Woolmer Green near to Burnham Green.

•

The moderate sensitivity rating for ‘natural’ character is
recorded in relation to Mardley Heath, Ninnings Wood, Cave
Wood, Harmer Green Wood and Barnes Wood. None of these
woods play any notable role in the setting of the site.
Whereas, and applicable to this site, it notes that most fields
are arable and have been enlarged due to agricultural
intensification and that this is an indicator of low sensitivity.

•

The moderate sensitivity rating for built character is attributed
to Burnham Green. This has no bearing on land on the other
side of Woolmer Green.

•

The moderate sensitivity rating for recreational value relates
to public rights of way crossing through the assessment area.
There are no public rights of way crossing through the
proposed development allocation site.

•

The moderate sensitivity rating for perceptual aspects is
regarding the apparent remoteness, but it is specifically noted
that this is more for the southern part of the assessment area
where there is less intervisibility with Woolmer Green. In fact,
as a low sensitivity rating, it notes that where there is
intervisibility with modern built development in Woolmer
Green, this detracts from the perceptual qualities of the area.

Landform and settlement setting and visual prominence are
perhaps the aspects where some sensitivities may be most
applicable to the site. The moderate rating for landform may be
considered applicable to the site. Though it does lie at the base of
the hillside to the north-east of Woolmer Green and the dominant
form of the hill would remain as open land. Similarly, in relation to
settlement setting and visual prominence, the site is undeniably part
of the open undulating rural setting to Woolmer Green. However,
the development would only occupy a lower, inner and less

Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019, paragraph 2.5
Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019, Table 2.1
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prominent edge of this. The open and undulating outlying rural
setting would remain and the visual prominence of this would be
conserved.
Summary of Landscape Sensitivity Assessment findings
3.11

The Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019 provides broad
overview landscape sensitivity findings for wide landscape areas.
However, it should not be directly applied to test the
appropriateness of individual development sites. If the assessment
criteria are applied to the specific setting of the proposed
development allocation, the results are contrastingly favourable and
this specific location would be found to have low levels of landscape
sensitivity.
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4.

Green Gap Assessment

4.1

The aim of the Green Gap Assessment is to review land between
settlements and provide an evidence base on the role gaps play by
providing a sense of separation in maintaining settlement pattern
and character, and the impact development might have on that role.

4.2

The Green Gap Assessment identifies the land between Woolmer
Green and Knebworth as a green gap area to be assessed. The
area identified for this gap includes the proposed development site
allocation HS15. The red dash outline in map extract from the
Green Gap Assessment below indicates the green gap area for the
land between Woolmer Green and Knebworth.

4.3

For each green gap area, the Green Gap Assessment sets out a
commentary on gap size, character and strength. For the Woolmer
Green and Knebworth green gap the following points are relevant
to consideration of impact from development of the HS15 site
allocation:
•

At its narrowest point the gap between the settlements of
Woolmer Green and Knebworth is approximately 300m due to
past expansion of development along the B197.

•

The area between the settlements is a combination of large
arable fields on rising ground either side of the B197, and
smaller enclosed fields (one of which contains a care home)
between the railway line and B197.

•

Along London Road there has already been some erosion of
the gap with a care home located in the gap. Further
development along London Road would further erode the
sense of separation between these settlements.
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4.4

The Green Gap Assessment further sets out commentaries on the
pressures on gaps and potential impact of promoted sites on gaps.
For the HS15 site allocation it notes that it ‘would not extend any
further north than the existing settlement boundary (except for the
access road)’. This also means that the development here would
not narrow the gap between Woolmer Green and Knebworth; would
not change the character of the land in this narrow gap; and would
not introduce further development along London Road. As such all
of the identified aspects of gap size, character and strength would
be unaltered by development of the HS15 site allocation.

4.5

Having noted the sensitivities of the gap area identified between
Woolmer Green and Knebworth, the Green Gap Assessment
recommends a ‘gap policy area’ designation be applied. Within the
area it covers it also suggests a series of aims. These are
duplicated below with a commentary provided after each in relation
to how this relates to the HS15 allocation site:
•

Avoid the coalescence of Woolmer Green and Knebworth and
ensure each retains its own separate identity.
With the HS15 site development there would be no aspect of
coalescence between Woolmer Green and Knebworth, and
each would retain clearly separate identities.

•

Ensure that there is an experience of travelling through rural
countryside after leaving one settlement and before entering
the next, whether that be by road, rail or foot.
The HS15 site development would have no detrimental impact
on the experience of travelling through countryside between
these settlements.

•

Ensure the care home and its ground retains the character of
a building in the countryside (rather than part of a settlement),
and that the gap remains rural in character.
The gap would retain a rural character and the countryside
setting of the care home setting would not be altered.

•

Ensure development does not extend any further than the
existing northern extents of Woolmer Green or Southern
extents of Knebworth.
All built elements of the development would be restricted to
land south of the northern extents of Woolmer Green.

•

Ensure the area within the gap continues to provide a rural
setting to both settlements (to the south of Knebworth and
north of Woolmer Green).
The proposed development would extend into open land, but
this would be low lying and closely related to the edge of the
settlement. The development would not extend onto and
would protect the rising landform which gives prominence to
the surrounding rural countryside.

•

Ensure there is no inter-visibility between one settlement edge
and the other (making sure to consider the winter situation
without leaves on trees) – topography and vegetation can
provide a screening function.
Visibility mapping exercises carried out for the original
Landscape and Visual Appraisal demonstrated the limited
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potential for visibility of the proposed development from
Knebworth. Field checking of visibility confirmed that there are
no locations from within the edges of Knebworth where the
development would be visible. The southern edges of
Knebworth along London Road are the closest, but landform
and dense layering of vegetation and tree cover enclose this
edge of the settlement and likewise prevent visibility out
towards the site. Wandnall Way appears to be another
potential location for intervisibility. However, this is also quite
well enclosed by hedging and trees and layering of dense tree
cover along the railway line, and between this and London
Road, provides a good depth of screening. Even in winter
months this is unlikely to allow for visibility to the development
site. It is also worth noting that the development site proposals
make provision for a deep woodland buffer along the northern
edge of the site and this would further ensure that intervisibility
would not be possible. This development would not increase
the likelihood of there being inter-visibility between Woolmer
Green and Knebworth. If there were any visibility of the
development, it follows that there would already be some intervisibility between Knebworth and existing parts of Woolmer
Green along London Road. The Green Gap Assessment
makes a point that minimising inter-visibility between
settlements is important ‘especially where they are not already
inter-visible with one another’ 8.
•

Protect existing features of ecological interest including
remaining hedgerows, semi-improved grassland and
deciduous woodlands – improving, extending and linking
these where possible.
The proposed development site would not harm any features
of ecological interest, except for the short section of hedgerow
on London Road that would need to be removed to
accommodate the access road.

4.6

The Green Gap Assessment concludes with recommendations that
its findings should be used to ‘help applicants to make successful
applications by ensuring that proposed development within a gap
policy area is consistent with the aims set out in the Summary and
Recommendations section of each policy gap assessment.’ 9 This
acknowledges that some development within the defined gap areas
may be acceptable. Having reviewed the aims for the specific
green gap above, the proposed HS15 site development allocation
would seem to be a good case in point.

4.7

In addition to the aims for each gap policy area, the Green Gap
Assessment also sets out some key principles that it suggests are
applied to all gaps. Most of these are equivalent to aims noted for
the specific gap and have therefore already been addressed. The
few that are different are duplicated below and where appropriate a
commentary has been added after each:
•

Retain the open and undeveloped character of the river
valleys.
There are no river valleys nearby.

8
9

Green Gap Assessment, paragraph 4.11
Green Gap Assessment, paragraph 4.6
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•

Avoid developing on visually prominent slopes where
possible, and minimise inter-visibility between settlements,
particularly where they are not already inter-visible.
The proposed development has been placed and designed to
keep to the low-lying land closely related to the settlement
edge. The rising land to the north provides an important
component of the settlement setting. This is retained
unaffected by the development and it will continue to give
prominence to the undulating rural landscape setting on this
side of Woolmer Green.

•

Maintain public access to and across the areas between
settlements and seeking opportunities for further connections
where possible.
This land does not provide any public access to or across the
area between the settlements.
Except for the green
infrastructure components proposed within and around the
development, the development provides no opportunity to give
any further public access.

Summary of Green Gap Assessment findings
4.8

In relation to the draft site allocations the Green Gap Assessment
finds that ‘although some of the draft allocations will erode some of
the gaps none will completely close the gaps’ 10. Further it finds that
‘the draft allocated sites could be accommodated without physical
coalescence of settlements’11.

4.9

This review of the Green Gap Assessment finds that for the draft
site allocation HS15 specifically, there would be no material impact
on the important attributes of the green gap between Woolmer
Green and Knebworth.

10
11

Green Gap Assessment, paragraph 4.9
Green Gap Assessment, paragraph 4.9
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5.

Landscape & Visual Appraisal

5.1

The original Landscape and Visual Appraisal (LVA) for the
proposed development (draft site allocation HS15) addresses the
themes and issues raised in the Green Belt Study Stage 3, the
Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019, and the Green Gap
Assessment. As noted in the Landscape Sensitivity Study 2019,
development proposal specific Landscape and Visual Appraisal is
the appropriate vehicle for assessing these landscape impacts
issues.

5.2

Some relevant highlights from the original LVA are included below:

5.3

In relation to visibility of the proposed development –
‘The rising hillock to the north of the site separates the site and the
settlement from the landscape to the north. The hillock acts as a
buffer between the nearest edges of Woolmer Green and
Knebworth providing visual separation of the two, and screening the
southern edges of Knebworth from both the site and Woolmer
Green. Established vegetation on the southern edge of Knebworth
also contributes to this separation.’ 12

5.4

In relation to proposed mitigation measures –
‘Three storey development limited to areas of the site at a lower
elevation and adjacent to existing three storey development. Below
the 97.5m AOD contour.’
‘Development kept away from the rising land to the north of the site.
Below the 102m AOD contour.’
‘Low key entrance to site to give impression of small side lane with,
development set back away from site entrance.’
‘New woodland belt to the north of the site preventing any potential
coalescence of Woolmer Green and Knebworth.’13
‘The outline proposals include for the addition of an extensive
woodland belt to the north of the site. This provides an opportunity
to provide a new defendable settlement boundary to the north of
Woolmer Green whilst preventing any potential coalescence of
Woolmer Green and Knebworth.’ 14

5.5

In relation to landscape effects –
‘The settlement of Woolmer Green is generally located on lower
ground surrounded by rolling hills. However, development within
the settlement does start to climb some of the surrounding lower
hillsides. The site follows this pattern of development. The site does
not protrude up onto the hillside. The site is held between the rising
landform to the north and the lower lying development within the
settlement to the south and west of the site.’15
‘the proposals would be seen alongside existing residential
development located on the lower ground within Woolmer Green
whilst comfortably fitting with the existing pattern of development.’ 16

5.6

In relation to the impacts on the character of the London Road link
between Woolmer Green and Knebworth –
‘The B197 London Road is a busy back route avoiding the A1(M)
for traveling between Stevenage and Welwyn Garden City. Villages

12

Original LVA, paragraph 6.7
Original LVA, paragraph 8.1
14
Original LVA, paragraph 11.2
15
Original LVA, paragraph 9.4
16
Original LVA, paragraph 9.10
13
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along this route, despite the relatively short distance between are
separated, allowing the feeling of departure from one and arrival at
the next rather than one continuous development. The proposals
would not disrupt this character, with the substantial woodland
block enhancing the separation of Woolmer Green and Knebworth
further. The low key site access, with the new woodland planting to
the north, would be appreciated as a rural side road.’17
5.7

In relation to users of London Road as visual receptors –
‘The most notable addition as a consequence of the development
would be the site access, which would be located to the north of the
chocolate factory and immediately to the north of the existing village
gateway. The proposed tree belt to the north of the site would also
be visible. When established this would screen any views into the
site when approaching Woolmer Green from the north. The low key
site access, with the new woodland planting to the north, would be
suitable in this location and likely be regarded as a rural side
road.’ 18

5.8

The original LVA concludes with the following statement:
‘In terms of potential landscape and visual impacts, this is
considered a suitable location for a development of this nature and
it should bring about only a low level of landscape and visual
impact. From outlying countryside locations there would be minimal
material changes in the appearance of built-up urban form, there
would be no material erosion of any separation between towns, and
there would be minimal visible encroachment into the countryside.
The proposals are considered in keeping with surrounding pattern
of land use and would not be seen as uncharacteristic of this edge
of settlement location but rather a logical urban extension.’19

17

Original LVA, paragraph 9.13
Original LVA, paragraph 10.14
19
Original LVA, paragraph 12.7
18
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6.

Conclusions

6.1

There can be no doubt that release and development of parcel P3c
/ proposed site allocation HS15 would cause a degree of harm to
the Green Belt. However, this harm would be of an ordinary nature
and would be intrinsic harm that is largely unavoidable and implicit
with any Green Belt land release for development. Although the
large P3 parcel has high sensitivities associated with the narrow
and fragile gap between Knebworth and Woolmer Green, this does
not extend around to the area of parcel P3c and such sensitivities
do not apply to release or development of this land or to the
proposed site allocation HS15, which is inset within this.

6.2

The Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 2019 provides broad
overview landscape sensitivity findings for wide landscape areas.
However, it should not be directly applied to test the
appropriateness of individual development sites. If the assessment
criteria are applied to the specific setting of the proposed
development allocation, the results are contrastingly favourable and
this specific location would be found to have low levels of landscape
sensitivity.

6.3

In relation to the draft site allocations the Green Gap Assessment
finds that ‘although some of the draft allocations will erode some of
the gaps none will completely close the gaps’ 20. Further it finds that
‘the draft allocated sites could be accommodated without physical
coalescence of settlements’21. Interpretation of the Green Gap
Assessment specifically in relation to the draft site allocation HS15
suggests that this development would cause no material impact on
the important attributes of the green gap between Woolmer Green
and Knebworth.

6.4

The original LVA provides development proposal specific
Landscape and Visual Appraisal and is the appropriate vehicle for
assessing landscape impacts issues for this development
proposals, including the issues and themes raised in the three new
studies. The conclusions of the original LVA area:

20
21

•

This is a suitable location for a development of this nature;

•

It should bring about only a low level of landscape and visual
impact;

•

From outlying countryside locations there would be minimal
material changes in the appearance of built-up urban form;

•

There would be no material erosion of any separation between
towns (including between Woolmer Green and Knebworth);

•

There would be minimal visible encroachment into the
countryside; and

•

The proposals are considered in keeping with surrounding
pattern of land use and would not be seen as uncharacteristic
of this edge of settlement location but rather a logical urban
extension.

Green Gap Assessment, paragraph 4.9
Green Gap Assessment, paragraph 4.9
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